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Vincent Letteri

private equity. Deal making is more about
finding alignment with management teams
and shareholders, and less about cash flow,
he said.
The firm notes it has a stable of large
enterprise companies in its portfolio to
make introductions.
“It’s more about operations than financial
engineering,” Letteri said. That’s why, “a lot
of our people have operating experience.”
To many venture capitalists, the benefit
of PE participation is the new avenue it provides for growth capital and liquidity.
“It gives you optionality,” Tseitlin said.
Even if it doesn’t yet factor into an original investment thesis on a company, “it
increases the pool of available options for
getting liquid.”
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inbound,” Yepez said. “We definitely see
this an alternative liquidity option in the
lifecycle of our companies.”
So far, PE managers appear to be viewed
favorably. They move quickly, handle due
diligence efficiently and are metric driven,
often bringing a thesis on a market with
them, venture investors said.
The challenge ahead will be building lasting networks as VCs often syndicate with
people they know and rely on co-investors
who deliver more than just cash.
“We see private equity firms wanting to
participate in what we do,” and “I’m always
looking for alignment of interests,” said
Robert Ackerman, a managing director at
AllegisCyber.
One active investor is KKR, which raised
a $711 million growth equity fund last
year and primarily targets enterprise software. The firm prefers to lead rounds, take
minority stakes and secure board seats. It
places a focus on unit economics and an
understanding of whether a business model
scales, said Vincent Letteri, a director of
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More so, multiples, in many cases, seem
to match those offered by strategic acquirers or exceed them.
One entrepreneur to benefit is Toby
Scammell, founder of Womply. Sageview
Capital led a $30 million growth round
last year, and Scammell describes the firm
as a good fit for the company. Sageview is
focused on building a business and on the
financial metrics that are necessary to do
so, he said.
He added that he was pleased with a valuation that was in line with market comps.
“Most investors at this stage, they have
a pretty good understanding what the forward multiples should be for a SaaS company,” Scammell said.
As to having a PE firm as an investor, he
added, “that was surprising.”
The trend also delivered results to IVP.
The firm has had PE investors involved in
three deals — Marketo, LegalZoom and
DoubleVerify — and all have been positive, said Steve Harrick, a general partner
at the firm.

Steve Harrick

With LegalZoom, IVP sold a third of its
holdings and still has a position in the company. It describes Permira as a partner that
has invested for growth and said the company is very profitable.
LegalZoom in November kicked off
efforts to pay a $249 million dividend.
“It’s a company that is working well for
us,” Harrick said. “We’ve received a strong
return to date. We believe the best is yet
to come.”
But clearly not every deal will work out
and the alignment of interests is not always
easy. Some VCs believe PE deal making has
helped pump up late-stage valuations and
brought renewed requests for deal structure, such as guaranteed multiples. In some
deals, pricing seems to imply near flawless
company execution.
“In general, valuations tend to be pretty
high in the market,” Letteri acknowledged.
“There have been many deals we have
looked at where we couldn’t pencil out a
return.”
PE interest also seems available to only a
select group of companies. On top of that,
signaling risks appear when a venture
investor sells.
“While I think private equity creates a
third leg to the stool, it’s a narrow passage
for the right business,” Coons said.
It also may create a false sense of security
for venture investors who expect PE liquidity to be available well into the future.
“PE has absolutely become part of the calculus,” Marcus said. “It creates liquidity for
some early investors, even if the company
(hasn’t reached) its full potential.”
Just how long this option will remain
when interest rates rise is difficult to know.

